RSW provides nonstop service to 63 destinations by 14 air carriers

New Flights

**American**
- Austin, TX (AUS)-Daily, limited holiday service Dec.15, 2022-Jan. 9, 2023

**Avelo Airlines**
- NEW! Kalamazoo, MI (AZO)-Weekly, starts Nov. 11
- NEW! Lansing, MI (LAN)-Weekly, starts Nov. 11
- NEW! Raleigh-Durham (RDU)-Weekly, starts Nov. 10

**Sun Country Airlines**
- NEW! Eau Claire, WI (EAU)-Weekly, starting Dec.19, 2022

Current Nonstop Destinations by Airport

**DOMESTIC NONSTOP DESTINATIONS**
1. Akron/Canton (CAK)-Spirit
2. Albany (ALB)-Southwest
3. Atlanta (ATL)-Delta, Southwest
4. Atlantic City (ACY)-Spirit
5. Austin (AUS)-American
6. Baltimore/Washington (BWI)-Southwest
7. Boston (BOS)-Delta, JetBlue, Spirit
8. Buffalo (BUF)-Frontier, Southwest
9. Charleston (CHS)-Breeze
10. Charlotte (CLT)-American
11. Chicago-Midway (MDW)-Southwest
12. Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)-American, Southwest, Spirit, United
13. Cincinnati (CVG)-Delta, Frontier, Southwest, Spirit, United
14. Cleveland (CLE)-Frontier, JetBlue, Southwest, Spirit, United
15. Columbus (CMH)-Southwest, Spirit, United
16. Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW)-American
17. Dallas-Love (DAL)-Southwest
18. Denver (DEN)-Frontier, Southwest, United
19. Detroit (DTW)-Delta, Spirit
20. Duluth, MN (DLH)-Sun Country
21. Eau Claire, WI (EAU)-Sun Country
22. Grand Rapids (GRR)-Frontier, Southwest
23. Green Bay (GRB)-Sun Country
24. Hartford (BDL)-JetBlue, Southwest, Spirit
25. Houston-Hobby (HOI)-Southwest
26. Houston-Intercontinental (IAH)-United
27. Indianapolis (IND)-Frontier, Southwest, Spirit, United
28. Islip-Long Island (ISP)-Frontier
29. Kalamazoo (AZO-Avelo
30. Kansas City (MCI)-Southwest, Spirit
31. Lansing (LAN)-Avelo
32. Latrobe (LBE)-Spirit
33. Las Vegas (LAS)-Alaska, United
34. Los Angeles (LAX)-Alaska, United
35. Madison (MSN)-Sun Country
36. Manchester (MHT)-Spirit
37. Milwaukee (MKE)-Frontier, Southwest, Spirit, Sun Country, United
38. Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-Delta, Southwest, Spirit, Sun Country
39. New York-Kennedy (JFK)-Delta, JetBlue
40. New York-LaGuardia (LGA)-Delta, JetBlue, United
41. Newark (EWR)-JetBlue, Spirit, United
42. New Haven (HVN)-Avelo
43. Nashville (BNA)-Southwest
44. Newark (EWR)-JetBlue, Spirit, United
45. Oakland (OAK)-Southwest
46. Pittsburgh (PIT)-Southwest, Spirit
47. Providence (PVD)-Frontier, JetBlue, Southwest
48. Richmond, VA (RIC)-Continent
49. Raleigh-Durham (RDU)-Avelo
50. Rochester, MN (RST)-Sun Country
51. Rochester, NY (ROC)-Southwest
52. San Francisco (SFO)-United
53. Seattle (SEA)-Alaska
54. St. Louis (STL)-Southwest, Spirit, Sun Country
55. Trenton (TTN)-Frontier
57. Washington, D.C.-Dulles (IAD)-United
58. White Plains (HPN)-JetBlue

INTERNATIONAL NONSTOP DESTINATIONS

59. Frankfurt, Germany (FRA)-Eurowings Discover
60. Havana, Cuba (HAV)-Cubazul
61. Montreal, Canada (YUL)-Air Canada/Rouge
62. Ottawa, Canada (YOW)-WestJet
63. Toronto, Canada (YYZ)-Air Canada/Rouge, WestJet

DOMESTIC AIRLINES

Alaska Airlines (AS)
- Los Angeles (LAX)-Resumes Dec. 16
- Seattle (SEA)-Now year-round, daily resumes Nov. 18

American Airlines (AA)
- Austin (AUS)-Limited holiday service, Dec. 15, 2022-Jan. 9, 2023
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW)
- Philadelphia (PHL)
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)
- Cleveland (CLE)
- Columbus (CMH)
- Indianapolis (IND)
- Kansas City (MCI)
- Louisville (SDF), resumes Nov. 19
- Milwaukee (MKE)
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-Seasonal
- Nashville (BNA)
- Orlando (MCO)
- Pittsburgh (PIT)
- Providence (PVD)
- Rochester, NY (ROC)-Seasonal
- St. Louis (STL)
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)-Seasonal

Avelo Airlines (XP)
- New Haven (HVN)
- Kalamazoo, MI (AZO)-Weekly, starts Nov. 11
- Lansing, MI (LAN)-Weekly, starts Nov. 11
- Raleigh-Durham (RDU)-Weekly, starts Nov. 10

Breeze Airways (MX)
- Charleston (CHS)-New!
- Las Vegas (LAS)-New!

Delta Air Lines (DL)
- Atlanta (ATL)
- Boston (BOS)
- Cincinnati (CVG)
- Detroit (DTW)
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)
- New York-Kennedy (JFK)
- New York-LaGuardia (LGA)

Frontier Airlines (F9)
- Buffalo (BUF)-Seasonal
- Cincinnati (CVG)
- Cleveland (CLE)
- Denver (DEN)
- Grand Rapids (GRR)-Seasonal
- Indianapolis (IND)-Seasonal
- Islip-Long Island (ISP)-Seasonal
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Seasonal
- Philadelphia (PHL)

JetBlue Airways (B6)
- Boston (BOS)
- Cleveland (CLE)-Seasonal
- Hartford (BDL)-Seasonal
- Newark (EWR)
- New York-Kennedy (JFK)
- New York-LaGuardia (LGA)
- Providence (PVD)-Seasonal
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)
- White Plains (HPN)

Southwest (WN)
- Albany (ALB)-Seasonal
- Atlanta (ATL)
- Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
- Buffalo (BUF)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 12
- Chicago-Midway (MDW)
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Cincinnati (CVG)-Seasonal
- Cleveland (CLE)-Seasonal
- Columbus (CMH)
- Dallas/Love (DAL)
- Denver (DEN)-Seasonal
- Grand Rapids (GRR)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 12
- Hartford (BDL)-Seasonal
- Houston-Hobby (HOU)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 12
- Indianapolis (IND)
- Kansas City (MCI)
- Louisville (SDF)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 19
- Milwaukee (MKE)
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-Seasonal
- Nashville (BNA)
- Orlando (MCO)
- Pittsburgh (PIT)
- Providence (PVD)
- Rochester, NY (ROC)-Seasonal
- St. Louis (STL)
- Washington, D.C.-Reagan National (DCA)-Seasonal

Nonstop Destinations by Airline
Spirit Airlines (NK)
- Akron/Canton (CAK)-Seasonal
- Atlantic City (ACY)
- Boston (BOS)-Seasonal
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Cleveland (CLE)
- Columbus (CMH)-Seasonal
- Detroit (DTW)
- Hartford (BDL)-Seasonal
- Indianapolis (IND)-Seasonal
- Kansas City (MCI)-Seasonal
- Latrobe (LBE)-Seasonal
- Louisville (SDF)-Seasonal
- Manchester (MHT)-Seasonal
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Seasonal
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)-Seasonal
- Newark (EWR)-Seasonal
- Philadelphia (PHL)
- Pittsburgh (PIT)-Seasonal
- St. Louis (STL)-Seasonal

United Airlines/United Express (UA)
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Cleveland (CLE)-Resumes Oct. 30
- Columbus (CMH)-Seasonal
- Denver (DEN)
- Houston-Intercontinental (IAH)
- Indianapolis (IND)-Seasonal
- Los Angeles (LAX)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Seasonal
- Newark (EWR)
- San Francisco (SFO)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- Washington D.C.-Dulles (IAD)

Sun Country Airlines (SY)
- Duluth, MN (DLH)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 16
- Eau Claire, WI (EAU)-Seasonal, Starts Dec. 19
- Green Bay (GRB)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- Madison (MSN)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 10
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 17
- Minneapolis/St. Paul (MSP)
- Rochester, MN (RST)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- St. Louis (STL)-Seasonal

United Airlines/United Express (UA)
- Chicago-O’Hare (ORD)
- Cleveland (CLE)-Resumes Oct. 30
- Columbus (CMH)-Seasonal
- Denver (DEN)
- Houston-Intercontinental (IAH)
- Indianapolis (IND)-Seasonal
- Los Angeles (LAX)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- Milwaukee (MKE)-Seasonal
- Newark (EWR)
- San Francisco (SFO)-Seasonal, resumes Dec. 15
- Washington D.C.-Dulles (IAD)

INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
Air Canada/Rouge (AC)
- Montreal, Canada (YUL)-Seasonal, resumes Oct. 30
- Toronto, Canada (YYZ)

Cubazul
- Havana, Cuba (HAV)

Eurowings Discover (4Y)
- Frankfurt, Germany (FRA)

WestJet (WS)
- Ottawa, Canada (YOW)-Seasonal, resumes Nov. 5
- Toronto, Canada (YYZ)